Development of a YIGSR-peptide-modified polyurethaneurea to enhance endothelialization.
Polyurethanes have been investigated for use as vascular grafts due to their excellent mechanical properties and relatively good biocompatibility. However, poor retention of endothelial cells and thrombogenicity in vivo remain problematic for vascular graft applications. The peptide YIGSR has been shown to increase endothelial cell adhesion but not attachment of platelets, suggesting its possible utility for vascular graft applications. In this study, a bioactive polyurethaneurea has been synthesized by incorporating GGGYIGSRGGGK peptide sequences into the polymer backbone. Successful incorporation of the peptides was confirmed by NMR, contact angle measurement and ESCA. Uniform distribution of peptides on the surface was observed using a fluorescent probe capable of reacting with tyrosine residues on the peptides. Hard segment domains were visualized using tapping mode AFM. Endothelial cell adhesion, spreading, proliferation, migration and extra-cellular matrix production were improved on bioactive polyurethaneurea compared to control polyurethaneurea. Competitive inhibition of endothelial cell attachment and spreading by soluble YIGSR peptides indicated that cell adhesion and spreading were specifically mediated by YIGSR-sensitive cell adhesion receptor, not just by changed surface properties. There was no significant difference in the number of adherent platelets. Therefore, this bioactive polyurethanurea may improve vascular graft endothelialization without increasing thrombogenicity.